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INTRODUCTIOS 
WE SHALL exploit operations in spectral sequence T : Ef’v’f -+ Ef, b. 
Let & be the category whose objects are epic (=onto) simplicial mapsf: X+ Y, while 
a morphism is a pair (I(, j[‘) of simplicia! maps such that the diagram 
f I I f’ 
is commutative. Let .X be the category of Kan’s fibrations [12]. Z’ is a full subcategory of 
&. Let I : X -+ 8 be the inclusion functor. 
Forf: X-r Y an object of G, G any coefficient group, a spectral sequence {Ef.“(f; G)} 
arises in a well-known fashion (s2). Each term E, m is a contravariant functor on 8. As in 
Problem 6 of [13], one naturally proposes the problem of finding all natural transforma- 
tions of functors on X, 
called the spectral operations on X. Those natural transformations S: E,P,“--+ E:‘,b are 
called operations on 8. 
Some operations were found by Araki [I] and Vazquez [I.51 following the Steenrod 
approach of considering the cochain product, in particular, the cup-i product of cochains. 
Then, Kristensen organized and used these operations in [S]. 
Every operation on t” can be restricted to an operation on .X. It follows from Kris- 
tensen’s organization in [8] that the operations of Araki and Vazquez are restrictions of 
operations on 8. Thus, all known spectral operations are operations on 8. 
t This research was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, under Grant 
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In this paper, we shall exploit spectral operations on G following the Eilenberg-MacLane 
approach. All (single-valued or many-valued) operations 
where F is the field of integers modulo a prime, for r 1 q + 2, will be determined in 
the Main Theorem (12. I). For operations in case r < q + 2, the Reduction Theorem (8.3) 
presumably contains some important information. 
More e,mcfly, we shall only deal with the full subcategory of & of all f: X-t Y with 
Y regrrhr. (A simplicial set is regdur if non-degenerate simplex has non-degenerate faces.) 
($2). Regularity is a reasonable restriction. In g2, we set up our problem in this sub- 
category which is also denoted by 6’. 
In $3, for the functor E,?( : G), a universal example is constructed which consists 
of an object P:,“(G) : KPsq(G) + B of G, and a fundamental class {i) E E:*‘(P,P.q(G); G). 
Then, in Remark (3.8), we explain how the elements of E:.b(P,“,“) determine all single- 
valued or many-valued spectral operations T: E,P.“ + Ep.“. 
Thus, it is important to compute the spectral sequence terms of the universal example. 
In general, the spectral sequence of a mapf: X -+ Y can hardly be computed, because the 
filtered complex C*(X; G) is tremendously big. The General Reduction Theorem (4.1) 
($4) provides a much smaller filtered complex which yields a same spectral sequence. We 
shall define the associated 3/4-bisimplicial set B(f) off. The free bicomplex generated by 
B(f), being filtered by columns, is the desired reduction of C”(X; G). 
An essential observation is that B(P,P.“) is actually a bisimpliciaf abelian group. This is 
proved in $5. 
Then we shall find ourselves in a situation similar to that of Eilenberg-MacLane [5]. 
In $6, the weak suspension 3 is defined which possesses all the essential properties of the 
weak suspension s of [5]. Thus, after formulatin g the wconstruction in any additive 
category in $7, we shall prove in $S an equivalence 
w(B(P;.4)) - B(f,p+‘.“) 
in the sense that both sides yield a same spectral sequence. Consequently, we have the 
Reduction Theorem (8.3) which asserts that 
B(P;,q) - wP(B(P;,q)). 
Using the above Reduction Theorem, the Ez-terms (of the universal example PIp.‘I) 
can be computed in case r 2 q + 2 (and with coefficients in a field). This is done in $10. 
Furthermore, for r 2 q + 2, the Ei:* terms are computed in $1 I. Then in $12, we shall 
make use of Cartan’s result [2] and find that E:., = Ez,,:. (with coefficients in Z,, p any 
prime). Thus, E:,, = Ei., = .‘. = E,“.,. The dual statement is our Main Theorem (12.1). 
A brief summary of the results has been published in [9]. Spectral operations on 
another category, the category of filtered simpiicial sets, has been determined in [IO]. 
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41. PREREQUISUES 
Let [II] denote the set of integers 0, ._.. n. A mapping /I : [H] --f [m] is monotonic if 
/i(i) 5 p(j) when i sj. Let .I2 be the category with all [n] as objects and monotonics as 
morphisms [ 1 I]. 
Dejnilion (1.1). For [r/l E ;K the special monotonic ci : [q - l] --f [cl], rli : [q + l] + [q] 
are defined for i = 0, . . . . q (q > 0 in the case of Ed) by 
Ei(j) = 
1 
j 
for j<i 
j+l for jzi , 
v,(j) = J 
I’ 
for jsi 
j - 1 for j > i. 
A shylicial %‘-object, % any category, is a contravariant functor S : ;/i + C. When ‘6 
is the category of sets (abelian groups) S is called a simplicial set (abelian group). Equiva- 
ently, S is a sequence {S,, S,, . .I of %-objects S, together with two families of morphismsl 
in 59’: 
tli:S,+S,_l, sj : s, --+ s, f,, i = 0, . . . . q, 
(y~q!l > 0 in the case of rli) which satisfy the identities 
lii‘lj = Clj_ rlii, i<j 
sisj = sj+ ,si. isj 
I 
Sj- *di, i<j 
diSj = I) i=j,i=j+l 
s jc!i _ , i>j+ 1. 
For details, see [I 1, p.2341. 
The s~undurrl n-sirnpfex A, is the simplicial set which associates to each [m] the set of 
all monotonics 11 : [HZ] --+ [n] and to each monotonic v : [u] -+ [m] the map I** : (A,), --* (A,), 
with Y*(/[) = 11 3 1’. The identity map 1 : [n] --f [n] is called the genernror or the fbduwzentul 
simplex of A,, and is denoted by G,,. 
LEMMA (I .2). Ifs,, is cm n-sitnpfex of n sirnpficinf sel x, lhan lkere is ~1 Liniqlte sinydiciaf 
mu/7 .T” : A,, --+ x SK+ rhcrt .Y”(G,,) = x,,. 
LEMMA (1 .3). If 1: is my n-sittlples of cl sinlp/icid scI ihen c’ tras a unique e.Ypression 
c; = xx,‘) . $‘b, 
\t,here 6, is n non-degenerate t-situple_v, s,, + ... + s, = tr, each xi is an integer 2 0. 
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ProoJ It is well known that c’ can be written uniquely as I! = sj, ... sj,b, where 6, is 
a unique non-degenerate f-simplex, n - I zj, > ... >,j, 2 0. Terminology: 6, is called the 
healf/zy part of L; [I?]. Notice that ifj > i> sjsi = sisj_,, hence a repeated application of 
this rule brings sir. ... sj, to the required from ~2 ... s,“‘. 
To prove the uniqueness, let U = SF ... s;‘b, also, and i the first integer such that 
si f )ei; say si > yi, then an application of c/f’ ... c/z to 5 yields 3::‘~;’ ... sf’b, = sf” 
. $y &5-Y’ 6,. This contradicts the fact that the healthy part of any simplex is unique. 
De,fitzitiotl (1.4). The Eilenberg-iLIacLane space n/CC, U) and the acyclic space L(G, n) 
[3] are defined as follows: Given an abelian group G, K(G, rz) is the simpliciai abelian 
group which associates to each [cl] the abelian group Z”(A,; G) of nortmlizecl n-cocycles 
of A,, and to each monotonic /L : [p] -+ [q] the induced homomorphism it” : Z”(A.,; G) 
---f Z”(A,; G). Replacing Z”(A,; G) by C”(A,!; G), the nornrnlizerl n-cochains, the resulting 
contractible simplicial abelian group is L(G, n). 
$2. PREPARATIO,S 
A simplicial set X is,filtcr<)rl if a sequence {F,,X} of simplicial subsets F,X is ,oiven such 
that F,X 3 F,_,X for all n 2 1, and X = u F,,X. Given a coefficient ,oroup G, the cochain 
complex C*(X; G) is decreasinglyfiltered as 
F”C*(X; G) = (;, E C*(X; C): y =O on F,_,X). 
Thus, a spectral sequence {E$.*(X; G)) arises from this filtration (See [8]). Specifically, 
given p, 4, y, let Z,P*“(X; G) consist of all normalized (p + ri)-cochains whose restrictions to 
Fp+r-l X are cocycles and which vanish on Fp- 1 X. Then 
E,P.“(,~; G) = Z.-J/(X; G)/Z;+ I.Y- 1 + &‘;~;‘I.~l+r 
Dejnitiotr (2.1). A simplicial set is regrrlur if every non-degenerate simplex has non- 
degenerate faces. 
Let 8 be the category of epic simplicial maps with regular range. An object of G is an 
epic simplicial map f: X+ Y, Y regular, while a morphism is a pair (1, 2) of simplicial 
maps such that the diagram 
X-----+X 
/ I I f’ x 
Y- Y’ 
is commutative. 
If f: X-t Y is an object of 8, define F,X =f-‘( Y(“)), where Y(“) is the n-skeleton of 
Y, and obtain a filtration on X. The spectral sequence of this filtration will be denoted 
by Ez**(f; G). Also, Zf’4cf; G) will represent Z,P,“(X; G) with Xfiltered as above. Obviously, 
each tel m E,P”( ; G) is a contravariant functor on 8. 
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De/%ition (2.2). .A (single-valued rasp. many-valued) spectral operation of type 
{p, ~1, I’, G: ~7~ b, t. G’:. where G.G’ are coeticient groups. is ;I (sinsIs-valued resp. many 
valued) natural transformation of functors on C; 
T : E;.“( : G) --t E;‘.h( : ‘3’). 
$3. THE L’Sl\‘ERSAL ES:\hlPLE 
In this section, let integers p, 4, I’ and an abelian group G be given. Any epic simpli- 
eial map ~1 : A,, -+ AI is called a /,7or!e/ 17:up. Such a map will be identified with the corres- 
ponding epic monotonic 1~ : [II] + It]. 
The sim?licinl set B= CR,, ..‘, B,,, ...j is defined as follo\vs. Let 5, be the set of all 
model maps with domain A,,. For p [177] [II] a /l E 1~ o has a 
factorization ii p = 0 I’ v epic, mcnic. Note v has [n7]. We 
define II*@) V, r B,,,. 
LEMMA cd7 B,,,. rl7ere is esacrly ot7e non-degenerate sh7pk.r; this sitt7ple.\- is 
the idcvtlit)’ rt7orlel tt7ap I[,,] : [t7] -+ [n]. Mownrcr, di I [,,] = 1 cm _ 1l (0 s i 5 n) ; B is regular. 
Proof. For fl : [II] --) [t] a simplex of B,, 11 = ;~‘~(l~t,) where I(- is a composition of 
degeneracy operators if t < tt. The remainder of the proof is obvious. 
For a model map ~1 : A,, + Ai, the meaning of Z~.“(.H: G) was defined in $2. Define the 
simplicial set K:.“(G) as follous: The set of its n-simplices is the disjoint union of all groups 
ZF”Q; G) for cc E B,. Each Z:,“(/I; G) is called a con7pot7er7r of K,P.‘(G). Given a monotionc 
/, : [m] -+ [n] and ff E B,, we write ;[ 0 ~1 = /I’ 3 V, with ~1’ manic, v epic, and obtain a commu- 
tative diagram 
An -A, . 
Then (p, p’) induces a homomorphism 
({I, [I’)* : z,Py/r; G) + zp.“(r; C). 
As p runs through B,, the mapping p” : IY,P.~(G),, -+ K,P.“(G),, is established. An easy argu- 
ment shows that (p,~~)~’ = p! py for any monotonics pl, pz with plpl defined. 
PROPOSITION (3.2.) Tlro &ore rlefineri object KC.“(G) is c[ sin7plicial set. 
Let P,PsY(G): K,P,‘(G) -+ B be the map which carries all simplices in a component 
Zf.Q; G) into the simplex f( of B. P,P,‘(G) is a simplicial map. 
The f7rnclutt:ental cochain <, of K:,“(G) is the (y + r/)-cochain defined by i(y) = ~(G~+,J 
for any 7 EZ,P~(~[: G), ,H E B,,+,,. where G,,~~ is the fundamental simplex of the domain 
A p+q of P. 
LEMMA (3.3). The ftmdan7enla~ cochain < is an eh7et7t of Z~,Y(P~.q(G); G). 
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Proqf. Firstly, < is ncrmalized. To see this, let )’ be an element of Z,P.“(p; G) where 
/I : [p + C] - l]--+ [t], 0 2 i 2 p + (I - 1. Then <(s,y) = (~~)‘)(a,+,,) = ~(s,a,+,_,) = 0. Let 
us remind ourselves why the last two equalities hold: the element ~1 is a normulized (p + q)- 
cochnin on’AP+,,_, which is filtered b>/ /I; SJ. i; the composite cochain ,V 3 II;, where 
Vi : Ap+q ---t Ap+q-1 is defined in Definition (l.i), thus, 
Csjy)(Gp+q) = l.(‘lJ”p+rl)) = .L.CSigp+q- I) = O 
since J is normalized. 
Secondly, we shall show that < E FPC*(Kf,q(G); G). Let y E Z,PQ; G) where 
/r : [p + q] --f [!I is a model map. Since Pf.4(G)(y) = ,LI = p”(lrt,) (see Lemma (3.1)), we find 
1’ E F,K,P.“(G). The filtration of y is determined by the domain [I] of il. Assuming t 5 p - I, 
we have to prove C(J) = 0. In the filtration of Ap+,, by !l : A,,, -+ At, every simplex 
belongs to F,AP+,,. In particular. G~+,~ E I;;A,+,, c FP_,AP+,,. Since 4’ = 0 on F,._,A,+,, 
i(y) = )‘(a, +,) = 0. 
Finally, a similar argument shows that SC E Fpfr C*(K,V(G); G), thereby establishes 
the lemma. 
Definition (3.4). The class {<> E EP.“(P,P.“(G); G) is called the fimdamental c/ass of 
P:.“(G). 
In the remainder of this section, we shall prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM (3.5). The fknctor EP.“( ; G) on the category 6 admits the pair (P,?(G),{<)) 
0s a rmirersal example. More preciscl.v, for cmy object f : X-+ Y of 8 anti nny class 
(y} E E,P*q(f; G), there exists a morphism 
(a;, -7, : f -+ PC.‘(G) 
of 8 such that (-7, 7)” {<) = {;:I, where 67, I)* : E,P.4(Pf*“(G); G) + EP.“(f; G) is the induced 
homomorphism of (7, *;). 
Remnrl~ (3.6). It should be noted that no assertion is made about the uniqueness of 
(.;;, 7) (e.g. the uniqueness of its homotopy class). This is why we cannot determine when an 
element of Ey.“(P,P.“(G); G’) gives a single-cdued operation. (cf. Remark (3.8)). 
The above theorem follows immediately from 
LEMMA (3.7). For nny objectf : X + Y of LST? and any y E Z f*“( f; G) there esists a morphism 
c;, y) : f -+ P:.“(G) of 8 such that < n .T = y. 
proof. Take any n-simplex U, of X and by Lemma (I .3) write J(U,) = s-2 ... S:JJ~ 
where y, is some non-degenerate t-simplex. The simplicial maps u” : An + X, f, : Ar -+ Y 
characterized by ~~(a,,) = Cl,, _?,(a,) = yr together make a commutative diagram 
L” 
A,, - X 
P I I Yc II 
A, - Y 
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where ~1 is the model map with ,u(a,) = 5’;” ... s~‘G,. Then we define y(L:,) = oz,“(-/) which 
is an element of ZT.‘Y/L: G), where 
‘7 
c ” : iy’(f ; C) * zyy/I: G) 
is the induced map of (a,,, l;,). 
With j : X-+ K,!.“(G) defined, we divide the remaining proof into three parts: 
(1) The map -7 is simplicial. 
(2) The equality < ? -7 = ‘/ holds. 
(3) There exists a simplicial map 7 : Y-+ B such that the diagram 
/ 
X - K;."(G) 
f I I .i 
is commutative. 
Y-B 
To prove (I), let /J : [rn] --f [n] be any monotonic, any U,, and /r-simplex 
Let /( 0 p = p’ 0 v with v epic, p’ manic, and consider the commutative diagram 
AS - A, - Y 
Let c,, = p*(U,), then o,, 0 ~1 = C,,, and 
g(a,,) = @,,(P(@,“))) = Yt(D’MG,,))) = ~%‘%,)). 
as before. 
Notice that r* is a composition of degeneracy operators (since v is epic), while p’* is a com- 
position of face operators, that I;, 3 p’ = p’*(yl), and that p’“(v,) is a non-degenerate (since 
Y is regular). Therefore, by definition, 
;:V(U”)) = .X4,,) = (D, 3 P)#:(Y), 
and is an element of Z,P.y(\,; G). 
On the other hand, by definition, the map 
p* : K,P.Y(G)” --f K;‘(G),,, 
carries T(U,J E Z,P.Q; G) into the cochain -T(U,) 0 p which belongs to Z,P,‘(r; G). 
Now (U, 0 p)“(-/) = y 0 0” 0 p = y( U”/,) 3 p, hence -T(p*(U,)) = p*(y(U,)), ?, is a simphcial 
map. 
As for (2), let U be any (p + q)-simplex, then 
(< n e/)(U) = i(:iil)) = U US(y)) = U%)(a,+,) = y( i7(0,,,)) = y(U), 
hence [ 0 7 = y. 
Finally, to prove (3), let us define *y = PT.“(G) 0 ;i 0 f-i : Y-+ f3. We claim that *j is 
single-valued and has the whole Y as domain of definition. Indeed, since f is epic, 7 is 
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certainly defined on the whole Y. Let II, I’ be two /z-simpiices of X such that f(~) =_/‘(L’), 
and let a =f(~.) = 3.2 ... s:‘)‘,, with s0 f ... i s, f t = I!, yt non-deneserate. Further, 
let v = A,, --f At be thr: model map with ~(a,,) = sz ... s:~Is~. Then, by the way -7 was defined, 
both j(f(lr)) and .y(f(r)) belong to the same component Z,P.“(v: G). It follows that 
(PT,g(G) 3 e:)[f(~)) = (P:.“(G) , .y)(f(r)), proving that -7 is single-valued. 
It remains to prove that -7 is simplicial. But this follows from the fact that J ;‘, and 
P:,“(G) are all simplicinl. 
One derives easily that .y ,f‘= PP.“(G) 3 -7, and completes the proof of Lemma (3.7). 
Remark (3.5). With the universal example constructed, a well-known argument 
shows that every single-valued or many-valued operation T: E,P,“( ; G) --) E;“.“( ; G’) is 
completely determined by T(i) which is a single element of Er.h(P,‘S”(G); G’) if T is single- 
valued, and is a subset of the same group if T is many-valued. Given any element 
p E E;‘T~(P~.“(G); G’), let T: Ef.‘( : G) -+ Ef,“( ; G’) be defined as follows: for any 
f: X-, Y and any c!ass {?I- E E;“.‘(f‘; G), Theorem (3.4) provides for every representative 
y of {y} a morphism (7, 7) :f-) P;“,‘(G) with (.;, ‘j)* {<) = {y), Define T(y) to be the set of all 
e;, f)*(p) E EP*“(f; G’) for all representatives of {y}, then T is a spectral operation. More- 
over, T is single-ralued if and only if (.y, T)*(p) is independent of the choice of the repre- 
sentative y. 
However, it is still unknown to the author when an element p E E:.“(PP.B(G); G’) 
defines a single-valued operation. Tvlany rerfical operations Ep.” --) Er.lr+( (t 2 r) (e.g. the 
Sq’ of [S]) can be proved to be single-valued. We do not know whether all operations 
EP*” --t E;’ r are single-valued. 
$4. THE GENER4L REDUCTION THEOREM 
In this section, we shall find how the filtered complex C*(X) of any f: X+ Y of 6’ 
can be replaced by a much smaller filtered complex without affecting the spectral sequence. 
In fact, the latter will be a bicomplex filtered by columns. 
Letf: X-, Y be an object of 8. For any simplex ,Y of X,f(s) has a unique expression 
f(x) = SF ... s;;“:v,, with I’,,, a non-degenerate ,n-simplex. Let B(f) be the bigraded set 
whose (IN, n)-component B,,.,(f‘) consists of all (m + nlrl i n)-simplices .Y of X such that 
f(X) = S;l ..’ .$,v, (J,,, a non-degenerate nl-simplex). Furthermore, horizontal face operators 
c/l’ : ~,,,,“uY -+ 4 - 1 Jf) (0 5 i 5 m), 
vertical face and degeneracy operators 
t/f : B,“.“(f) --+ B,,.,- l(f) (0 5 i 5 77) 
4 : &n,“(f) -+ R,“.,, + l(f) (0 2 i $ 77) 
can be introduced as follows: 
elf’s = rl,” + ‘s, where t = i(rz + l), i = 0, . ., 7~1; 
ti;.x = dj, . dj,,.Y, SJ.Y = Sj” ... sj,,x 
wherej, = (n + 1)X- +j. 
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To see that these operators have the appropriate ranges, note, for example, that 
f(Li;‘s) =f((f:+‘s, = Lf:+‘f(.Y) 
=Sl; ... S~-t lli~, 
By the regularity of Y. lii~,,, is non-degenerate, hence tl(‘s E B,,-,.,(f). 
Now, one verifies that the vertical operators make each column a simplicial set. Also, 
tlydf = cl;_Id” forj > i, and each dy commutes with each ti; and sJ. For this reason, we call 
B(f) the associated 3/4-bisimplicial set off. (The notion of bisimplicial sets vvill be defined 
later.) 
A (positive) bicomplex [ll, p.3401 is a bigraded abelian group C,., = (C,,,,} furnished 
with a horizontal differential rf” : C,,, n --) C,,_ I “, and a vertical differential cl’ : C,,, 
+ c,,- 1." such that J,’ = 0, cl”&’ = 0 and ti’d” i rl”ri’ = 0. 
The bicomplex, C,%,(B(f)), generated by B(f) has its (m, n)-component the free abelian 
group generated by B,,,,n(f), while 
” 
d’=(-I)m~(--l)id; 
i=O 
d” = f (-I)’ d;. 
j=O 
Filtering this complex with columns, we obtain its first homology spectral sequence [I I, 
p.3411, denoted by Ez,,(B(f); G) where G is any coefficient group. Taking dual, its first 
(cohomology) spectral sequence E,***(B(f); G) is obtained. 
THEOREM (4.1) (General Reduction Theorem). For any object f: X-t Y of 8’ and any 
coescient group G, there is a natural isomorphism of spectral sequences 
ii : E;**(B(f); G) r E;**(f; G). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. We shall turn 
C,(X) into a bicomplex P*,,(f) in such a way that the filtration of C,(X) becomes that of 
p,,,(f) by columns. Then a natural bicomplex mapping 
PI’ : C4W-)) -+ IWf). 
where C,,,(B(f)) is the free bicomplex generated by B(f), will be established which induces 
an isomorphism on the first spectral sequences. Thereby the theorem follows. 
Let /?,,,(f) be the free abelian group generated by all (m + n)-simplices II of X such 
that 
j-(U,=.s~ ... simy,,,, y,“d non-degenerate 
.Y, + .” + .Y, = n. 
Define 
d’ : Bfn,“(f) -+ Bfn,” - I(f) (12 2 I) 
cl” : Al.“(f) -+ Bm- l.“(I) (m 2 1) 
d’u = (- 1) “‘c (- 1)’ dilr 
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summing over all i such that tl,lr $ F,,,_,X, (i.e. y,,, remains to be the healthy part off(d,rc)), 
ti”lr = x ( - I )’ dill 
summing over all i such that d,lr E F,,_,X. while 
tf”l~ = 0 if no such i exists. 
LEMMA (4.2). For f: A'-+ Y, tke object {/I*,,(f), d’, (1”; rlejinerl &ore is n hicomples 
\c*hose total comples coincides I\*ith C,(X) and ,t,hose jiltrntion by columns IcYth the filtration 
of C*(X). 
Proof. It is clear that rf’, d” map B,-,,,(f) into p,.,_I(f), /I,n_l,.(f) respectively. For 
each i the simplex niU, where CJ is a generator of /I,,.,(f), appears as a summand either in 
JU or in cl”U. Hence d’C’ + d”C’= 1?2{ (- l)i di U = dC/, where d is the differential of 
C*(X). 
Moreover, since 
0 = d nu = (CI’ + J’)(d’ + d”)U 
= d’lf’U + (&lf” + &‘J)U + d”ci”U, 
with summands in j?,n,n_2 (f), /3,n_,.n_l(f) and P,,,-?.,(f) respectively, tf’cf’ = 0, tl’cl” + d”cl’ 
= 0 and J’d” = 0. The definition of P*.*(f) implies that the column p,,,,*(f) is generated by 
all simplices in F,,,X- F,,,_,A’. Hence the filtration of /I*.*(f) by columns coincides with 
the filtration of C,(X). This completes the proof of Lemma (4.2). 
To obtain the desired bicomplex map W: C,.,(B(f)) -+ /I*.*(f), we shall make vital 
use of the following Eilenberg-Zilberg-Cartier Theorem. Let ,N” be the Cartesian product 
of n copies of the category .J of monotonics An n-tuple simplicial ‘G-object, V any cate- 
gory, is a contravariant functor S : ,/I ” + 9. The diagonal of S, O(S), is the simplicial 
(g-object g(S) = S 0 Y where Y! : A +. P is the diagonal fkctor carrying [q] into [q] x 
. . . x [q] and /l to ;l x ... x ,D. Any n-tuple simplicial set S generates a free n-tuple complex 
C,, . . . . *(S) in an obvious manner. The component C (J0 ,_,_,_ . ,,(S) is the free abelian group 
generated by SC,, . . . . . . <,,j, while the differential along the “s,-coordinate” direction is 
d(k) = (- l)“Q 1 (- I)’ n,(k) 
where v(k) = s0 + ... + s_~ + k, and the rli(k)‘s are the face operators of S in the same 
direction. The total complex of this n-tuple complex is called the totnf comples of S, while 
the complex generated by 9(S) is called the diagonal complex of S. 
THEOREM (4.3). (Eilenberg-Zilber-Cartier). There is a natural chain equicalence 
bet\l,een the total and diagonal complex of unv n-tuple simplicial set. 
A proof can be found in [4, p.2131. 
Like the ordinary case, an equivalence is given by the Alexander-Whitney map and the 
shuffling map [l I, p.2431. For example, the Alexander-Whitney map for bisimplicial sets 
is 
w(u) = c P [lb;“- ‘u, 
for u an n-simplex of the diagonal, where 2’ represents the last vertical face operator. The 
shuffling map is also a similar modification of the ordinary one. 
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An essential observation is that for each nz, the column complex j,,*(f) is the total 
complex of an (m + I)-tuple simplicial set of which C,,,,(B(f)) is the diagonal complex. 
Indeed, write X = F,,,X - F,,_, X; and for non-negative integers x~, .., x,, let 5,,,..,,,,_, be 
the set of all simplices u such thatf(lc) = sz ... si*y,,,, _ v a non-degenerate m-simplex. For m 
.yI, > 0, define 
by si(k)u = S,(U) where t = x0 + ... + .r,_, + k + i. One verifies the commutation rules 
for the operators and establishes a (tn + I)-tuple simplicial set structure on S = F,,,X 
- F,n_l X. The simplicial set B,,,.,(f) coincides with 9(.?J, the diugonaf of X. 
As graded abelian groups, the total complex of X coincides with B,,,(f), since they 
have a same set of generators at each dimension. It remains to prove that their differentials 
coincide. Let D be the differential of the total complex of X, and let u E %~ro,~~,,~Xmj be any 
simplex. Then 
DU = xd(k)U, summing over all k such that 0 5 k 5 ITZ and xk > 0. 
Since d(k)U = xfkO (- I) V(i*L)di(k)U where ~(i, k) = d~O + ... + ,‘c~_~ + k + i, we find , 
DU = c xi (- l)r(i-k) d,(k)u, 
k i=O 
where the range of k is as before. 
Observe that for a fixed simplex I/, the set of all simplices d,(k)U coincides with that of 
all rl,U such that d,U 6 F,,,_,X. It follows that 
DU =x(-l)‘d,U, 
summing over allj such that cijiJ # F,,,_,X. But the latter is precisely &U in j’,,,,(J*), whence 
our assertion. 
The Alexander-Whitney map o,,,+~ for (m + 1)-tuple simplicial sets is a chain mapping 
w m+ 1 : G,(W)) + Bnt.dI)~ 
and is a homological equivalence. Define 
I+’ : LOW) --t L.df’) 
to be w,, 1 along the column C&B(f)), for each nl. Then W preserves bigrading and com- 
mutes with the vertical differential d’. We shall show that W also commutes with the 
horizontal differential cl”. 
Let mappings 0: : /In,,+(f) -+ j,,,-l,&f), 0 5 i 5 ~77, m > 0, be defined as follows: 
For a simplex U E Z2^,,,,...,,_,, put 
1 
0 if .yi > 0 
D;u = 
d,U, where f=.uo+~~~+xi_,+i+l, if .ui=O. 
The simplex d,U, t = x0 + ... + -~i_l + i + 1, belongs to Fm_l X if and only if xi = 0. 
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Hence 
J’C: = D;;V - D;r; + . . + (- l)‘“D;;Li, 
d” = 0; - D; + . + ( - l)“D,. 
Each horizontal face operator rif’(0 2 i 5 nr) of B(f) induces a chain mapping 
(0, : C n,. ,(BU)) -+ C,,-,.,(W)). 
And (1” = zy=,,(- I)‘(~/~), : C,,,, ---* C,,_,.,. Therefore, to prove that CV&’ = (1” W, it suffices 
to show that 07 o,,,+~ = w,(d,“)+, 0 p i =< M. 
We shall only give a proof for the case 111 = 2, i = 1; the general case can be obtained 
with a complication of notations. For notational convenience, we use (0, . . . . n; 0, . . . . n; 
0, .,., n) to represent any fixed n-simplex U of S(X). The Alexander-Whitney map yields 
(L)j(U) =zo<i_<j_<n(O, . .. . i; i, . . . . j:j, . . . . n), -- _ 
where, obviously, (0, . . . . i; i, . . ..j.j, . . . . n) = [c?(O)“-~ ?(l)“-~c/,,(l)~ cl,(2)jJu (c? stands for 
the last face operator.) 
For a typical summand 
u = (0, . . . . i; i, . . . . j;j, . . . . n), we have cl,+,r~~F,,,_,X 
if and only if i = j. Also, by definition, 
D;‘c = 1O i#j 
\(O, . . . . i; i, . . . . 11) i = j 
where the meaning of (0, . . . . i; i, . . . . n) is obvious. Thus 
D;~w,(zI)] = D’;[E (0, . . . i; i, . . . . j; j, . . . . n)] 
= X(0, . . . . i; i, . . . . n) = Oz(d;U). 
This completes the proof that W is a bicomplex mapping. 
Since the Alexander-Whitney map is a homological equivalence, W induces an iso- 
morphism on E,*,*. The comparison theorem for spectral sequence implies that W induces 
an isomorphism on E,*,* for all t 2 1. The proof of Theorem (4.1) is now complete. 
$5. THE BISIMPLICIAL GROUP STRUCTURE ON B(P:.‘) 
THEOREM (5.1). Horizontal degeneracy operators can de defined in the 3/4bisimplicial 
set B(P,Peq(G)) so as to obtain a bisimplicial abelion group structure. 
Proof. An examination of the definition of B(P,P.“(G)) shows that its (m, n)-component 
B = Z,PQ; G) where ~1 = A,n+nln+n -+ A,, is characterized by ~~(G,,,+,,,~+J = .st ... Q,,,. 
EIzh B,,,, is an nbelian group. 
A vertex mapping T : A,, -+ A,, is a mapping of vertices [6. p.341. It defines a simplicial 
map if and only if it preserves the order of the vertices. However, any vertex mapping 
T : A, -+ A,,, induces chain mappings of the normalized (co)-chain complexes: 
T ,+ : C,@,; C) + C,@,; G) 
T# : C*(A,; G)+ C *(An; G). 
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Indeed, for s = (i,j, ., X-) a non-degeneratesimplex of An, let T,(.Y) = Oif T(i), T(j). . . . . T(k) 
have repetitions; otherwise, let T,(X) = (- l)“~, where y is the (non-degenerate) simplex 
with vertices T(i). r(i), ..,, T(k). and v is the parity of the permutation to bring T(i), r(i) ... 
ir(k) into ascending order. 
For the model map 1’ : A,,,_ ,,,, I~_,, -+ A ,,,, every v’ertex of A,” has (n + I)-preimages. 
It is convenient to denote the (ordered) vertices of A,,,r,,,nCn by O,, . . . . no: 01, . . . . “1; 
. %v . ..> n,,,. ..’ 7 Also> A,,,+ ,,,, ,+,a will be denoted by [pro] v . . v [u,,], with [ni] = (Oi, ..-, ni). 
Consider the following four vertex mappings: 
El : [C II - I ,“] v v [(/I - I ,,,,I + [II”] v v [il”,] 
r/; : [(,I + I )“I v . . . v [(/I + I),,,] --t [/lo] v . v [ll”,] 
cl’ : [r1,J v v [IIt,,_ ,] + [/lo] v . . . v [~I,,,] 
11;: [Ho] v v [/I,,,+ J -+ [Ho] v v [ll,“] 
where 0 5 i 5 n for E’ and q’, 0 5 i 5 m for c” and ‘1”. defined by 
We observe that the 
ci’, r/i, E; respectively 
fxj2 i>j 
’ 
i2.j 
El(‘ij) = \kj+,* j 5 j i/l(kj) = [;;_,, i <j 
lfij3 i > 1; /kj, i 2 I; 
‘yckj) = \(1; + l)j, j 5 k rlY(kj)= 
i 
(1;_ l),,i<I;‘ 
operators (I), si, rf: of B(P,P.“(G)) are the induced homomorphisms of 
The induced homomorphisms of the q;(‘s will be the desired horizontal 
degeneracy operators. Indeed, let V: A~,,,+l~i~,,,+,~,,+,,-‘A,,,+I be the model map with 
V(G, ,,r+,)+,r,,+,)n+,,) = 4 ‘.’ 4:,-t, o,,,+ I, then the following diagram is obviously commutative 
tli 
ft ,I - 
where qi is the special epic monotonic defined in Definition (1.1). Hence (r/y, vi) induces 
a homomorphism 
The desired commutation rules of si’ with rl(i’, dJ, sJ follow from a straightforward verifica- 
tion of the corresponding commutation rules of $ with c;I, EJ, qj. Thus Theorem (5.1) is 
proved. 
$6. THE W’EAK SUSPENSION J’ 
A simplicial abelian group is a contravariant functor on ./I into the category B of 
abelian groups. It is a rlircgranr over 9 [ll, p.2571. By Grothendick’s Theorem [7], [ll, 
p. 2581, the category of simplicial abelian groups is abelian, 
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In any bisimplicial abelian group, each column is a simplicial abelian group, while 
each horizontal (face or degeneracy) operator is a simplicial homomorphism. Let ty) 
denote the column B,.,(Prq(G)), (where 4, r are fixed in the consideration). The short 
exact sequence of simplicial abelian groups 
1 do” 
0 -+ KerJJi) + Lp’ + LE 1 -+ 0 (n 2_ I), 
where i is the inclusion, splits by ~6 : L’,P’_, + L’:‘, therefore, 
Ker (dg) n x L’,p_‘, z Lcp’ n 7 
the isomorphism being given by 
(a, /I) -+ r + s;/?. 
THEOREM (6.1). There exists a mapping 
3 : B(P,P,q(G)) --t B(P,P+ ‘v4(G)) 
with the following properties: 
(i) s” maps Bi,j into Bi+l,j; its restriction to any column LIp’ is a simplicial homomor- 
phism into Kern,,(&). 
(ii) For any i 2 0, 
nl’+,3 =&f;, s:‘+ ,S = ssl’. 
(iii) For each n, 3 is a homological equicalence of Lp) with Ker,+,(&$ 
The purpose of this section is to prove the above theorem. The properties (i), (ii), 
(iii) are the analogue of the essential properties of the weak suspension s of [5]; we also 
call 2 the weak suspension. 
Recall that if (i,j, . . . . k), i < j < ... < k, is any non-degenerate (n + I)-simplex of 
A q+i, Y E ZYA,; c), then 
s(y)(Lj, . . . . k) = 
y(j- 1, . . . . k - 1) i=O 
o i > 0. 
Moreover, Lemma (16.2) of [5] asserts that S maps Z”(A,; G) isomorphically onto the 
subgroup of Z”+‘(A,+r; G) which consists of all elements that vanish on simplices without 
0 as a vertex. The same proof shows that the same statement holds when Z”(A,; G), 
Z”+‘(A,+l; G) are replaced by C”(A,; G), C”+‘(Aq+l; G). 
NOTATIONS (6.2). (1) If ,u : A,,, + A,, Y : A, + Ar are model maps, then 
P v v : Ln+i + 4+t+1 
is the model map defined by 
(2) For Y : A, + At, ~(a,,,) = sz ... SECT,, the domain of v will be denoted by [x0] v *.. 
v [x,] (cf. $5). The map v itself will be denoted bv (x,,) v e.. v (x,). In particular, when 
x0 = ... = x = x we write v = (x)‘. 
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(3) Let pi = [si] -+ [ri[, 0 5 i 2 I, be monotonics, then 
0” v v p, : (S”) v v (.L,) -+ (J.0) v v (Jr) 
also stand for the pair (p,, v ... v ~1,. I) which is a morphism of 8: 
P 
! 1 
4 , 
where 1~ = (s,J v ... v (s,), 1’ = (Jo) v .‘. v (y,). 
LEMMA (6.3). The ux~ak suspension 3 of’ [5] IS an isomorphisnr of Zf.“(p ; G) Onto llre 
arbgroqI of Zf+‘.q(l[Ol v 1~ : G) ~~I~iclI consists of nil those cochnins that ranish on simplices 
without (the initial wr1c.V) 0 as cl rertes, l~kw 1 C0l : [0] -+ [0] is the identity map. 
Proof. Let An, A,vil be the dcmains of 11, (01 v ,U respectively. If (0, m,, ..., NI,+~), 
0 < m, < ... < m,,,, is any (r + I)-simplex of Ax+1 belonging to Fs+lAN+I, for some s, 
then obviously, (ml - I, ..., nI,+, - 1) E F,A,.,. For a cochain y E Z,P*Q; G) and a non- 
degenerate simplex s = (HI,, . . . . ITI,,+~,+ I) E FPA,, +, , we claim that (S?)(s) = 0. Indeed, if 
tn,, = 0, then (IN, - 1, . . . . I~z~+~,+, - 1) E FP_,A,V, 
(s’y)(.u) =7(/H, - I, . ..) IlIP+<,+, - I) = 0: 
and if 117,, > 0, then (.$)(_r) = 0 always. Thus $7 = 0 on FpAJV+,. A similar argument 
shows that y is a cocycle on Fp+rA.,+l. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Let M(,u + I, t) be the simplicial abelian group defined as follows: thegroup M(p + I, t),, 
of n-simplices is the subgroup of Zf”,” (I[,,, v (n)‘; G) which consists of all those cochains 
that vanish on simplices with the initial vertex 0 as a vertex. For /I : [m] -+ [IZ] a mono- 
tonic, the homomorphism p* : M(p + I, t),, + M(p + I, t),,, is induced by I v pf : liol v 
[ml, -+ lLol v [n]’ The argument in [5] which proves the commutation rules of 3 with di, Si 
(e.g. di + 1 3 = S di) can be applied here, and yields 
LEMMA (6.4). The lr,eak suspension S is a simpliciul isomorphism of Lip) onto M(p + 1, 2). 
Further, define J : &I (I, + 1, t) -+ L, + , (pf ‘) to Oe the induced homomorphism of 
?I;, v 1’ : [n] v [n]‘--* [O] v [n]‘, 
for n = 0, I, 2, .... The comnurtatirit_v of the diagram 
1 f,““’ ” 1 c i 
Cm1 v Clnl ‘- [O] v [ml’ 
for any monotonic p : [n] + [m] implies that g is a simplicial homomorphism, 
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Now, let 3 = 4 I: 3, 3 is a simplicial homomorphism of each column L(p) Into L’,P; i) 
On the other hand, the definitions of g and S yield directly the commutation rules in (ii) of 
Theorem (4.1), and prove that the image of Q’ is contained in Ker,+,(d”). It remains to 
prove (iii). Since 3 is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that J is a homological equiva- 
lence. To this end, define a bisimplicial abelian group E = (E:,,,} as follows: 
E m.n = r zP+ ‘.“( 1 Cm] v (n>‘, Cnl’; G) 
which is the subgroup of Z,P’ l.q(Irml v (n)‘; G) consisting of all those elements that vanish 
on simplices rr.ithout the first (m + 1) vertices as any vertex. If p : [d] + [ill], G : [d] + [fl] 
are monotonics, then 
(P, a)* : E,,,,, -+ E,,,,,, 
is the induced homomorphism of 
p v f+ : l,,., v (fly + I,,, v (,I)! 
We notice that M(p + 1, t) is the first column of E, while L’Tz :’ = g(E), the diagonal 
of E. Let 
g : Tot,(E) -+ C*(L$$“), 
be the shuffling map (see Theorem (4.3)), where Tot,(E) is the total complex of the free 
bicomplex generated by E. Using the formula of g, one immediately has the equality 
(g)# = g 3 i : C,(M(p + 1, t) -+ c*(L$:r)) 
where i : C,(M(p + 1, t)) -+ Tot,(E) is the inclusion. Since g is a homological equivalence, 
to prove that J is a homological equivalence, it suffkes to show i being another. 
LEMMA (6.5). For any m 2 1, the short exact sequence 
1 do” 
0 -+ Ker,(dg) --+ E,, * - E,_ 1,* --* 0, 
where E,,, . * is the (m + I)-th column of E, has contractiblefirst term Ker,,(d;). 
Proof. The n-simplices of Ker,,(di) is the subgroup of all those cochains in Z,Pi l.q((!~?) 
v (n)(, G) which vanish on any simplex without 0 as a vertex. Let 
dl d. 
0 c c, c c, c .‘. c c,, c .‘. 
be the free chain complex over G generated by Ker,,(dE). And let C_ 1 be the free G-modu!e 
generated by Z,P’ 1’4((m); G). Since Z,P’ “4((m); G) consists of only one element, C_, = G. 
Moreovrr, the obvious injection i : [m] + [m] v [O]’ induces the trivial map 
a,, : [Ker,(dg)], -+ Zff’V4((n~); G). 
Observe that & di = (i, (ii, hence 
do dl 
0 +- c_, +- co +-- c, t 1.. 
is a chain complex, where do is the linearization of &. To complete the proof, it remains 
to construct a contracting homotopy to establish the exactness of this complex. 
As in $5, let the vertices of [m] v [n]’ be represented by 
0 , . ..) In; o,, . . . . 11,; . . . . o,, . ..) II!. 
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For n 2 1, consider the vertex mapping 
f”_ I : [m] v [n]‘-+ [III] v [II - I]’ 
defined by 
f;,- I(i) = i, i = 0, . . . til 
f,- ,(Oi) = ttl. i = 0. _... f 
f”-l(lii) =(k - I)+ k > 0, i = 0, , 1. 
For a simplex u of [117] v [n]', :I E F,A,,+c(,+,,,t+r, if and only if the vertices of II lie in (at 
most) (s + 1) “segments” cf the vertices of [rn] v [n]‘, where 0. .‘.. 1t7 is a segment, and 
Oi, ..., n, is a segment for each i. Then an easy argument (using the condition m > 0) 
shows that for II E F,,A,,,+C,+l)Cr,_,i, either (f;,_rj#(~) E F,A,,+.(,+,), or (f,_rji:(u> does not 
have the initial vertex as a vertex. It follows thatf,_, induces a homomorphism 
f,y- L : [KerJdLj],,_ 1 + [Ker,,,(~f6)],z II 2_ I, 
whose linearization is a G-homomorphism 
s,,_ L : C”_ 1 + C”. fzz 1. 
Morsover, let f_* : [rn] v [O]‘+ [VI] be the vertex mapping with f-,(i) = i, for i = 0, 
. , ITI andf_,(Oj) = ITI fori = 0, ‘.., 1. Thenf_, induces a homomorphismf?, : Z~“.‘([~]; 
G) + [Ker,,(dg)], whose linearization is a G-homomorphism 
S_l:c_r+c”. 
A straightforward argument now shows that 
tr;,i;,:, = I for I7 2 1 
'I;, ,f,,*- 1 =f,,*_, rr; for i 2 0, 17 2 I. 
Hence for n >= 1, 
(c/b - tr; + .” + (- 1)” ti,;,f;_L = 1 -f,:“t(db - r!; + ... + (- I)“_l f/:,-l) 
and we have 
d,S,_, = 1 - S,,_7 d,_, 
Also, cibf-, = 1, d,,S_, = 1. Thus {S,} is a contractin, 0 homotopy. The proof of Lemma 
(6.5) is complete. 
Lr3i\rA (6.6). 71~2 it7chrsior7 rt7ap 
i : C,(Af(p + 1, 0) + Tot,(E) 
is a hotnologicnl eyrri~alence. 
Proof. The short exact sequence 
I d"" 
0 - Ker,(d;) - E,,,,* --+ E,,_ ,,::: - 0 
splits by 36, E ,,,. * 2 Ker,(dg) x E,,_,,,. By Lemma (4.5), Ker,(d;j is contractible, hence 
both 
are homological equivalences. 
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Let D = CO*.*: be the bigraded subset of E which consists of all simplices of form si”‘lr 
with ~1 E E,,,,. We note that D is a bisimplicinl subgroup of E, that all columns are iso- 
morphic (since S; is a simplicial isomorphism), and that all t/;-s coincide. The structure of 
the free bicomplex C,,,(D) generated by D is very simple: 
II” = 0 : c,., + co, 
cl” = 1: c2,* -+ c,,; 
d” = 0 : c,,, -+ cz,* 
. . . 
Hence the inclusion map 
i : C,,,(D) = C’,(D,,.*) -+ C&D> 
is a homological equivalence. It remains to show that the inclusion 
i : C,,,(D) -+ C,,,(E) 
induces an isomorphism on the total (co-)homology. In the commutative diagram 
(.\a” 1# 
C,(D,,,) p CAD,+ 1.d 
I 
il L 
I 
C*!E ) 1 
(JO”) # $ 
,, * - C,(E”, I,*) 
the top map is induced by a simplicial isomorphism, while the bottom map is induced by 
sg which is a homological equivalence. Using induction on n. assuming the left i being a 
homological equivalence, the above data shows that right i is another. Therefore, 
i : C*,,(D) 3 C+,,(E) 
induces an isomorphism on the (co-)homology of each column, i.e. on the &-terms of the 
first spectral sequences. The comparison theorem implies that i induces an isomorphism 
on the total (co-)homology. This completes the proof. 
07. THE F-~;-CONSTHUCTI~N 11~ .w ADDITIVE CATEGORY 
By considering each column of a bisimplicial abelian group as an object of the cate- 
gory of simpliciai abelian groups, a bisimplicial abelian group becomes a simplicial object 
over the category of simplicial abelian groups ($1). In this section we shall formulate the 
w-construction of Eilenberg-MacLane (called the PV-construction in [5]) in any additire 
category [ll, p.2491. Then, in the next section, we shall find how B(P,P+‘+‘(G)) can be con- 
structed, up to an equivalence, from B(P,P4(G)) by the ??konstruction. 
Let d be an additive category, and S = {S,, S,, ...) a simplicial d-object. We define 
a new simplicial d-object, w(S), obtaining the sequence F,(S), . . . . F”(S), ._. by the 
recursive formulae: 
w’(S) = 0, the null object of &, 
q+,(S) = Si @ vi(S) (i 2 0), the direct sum. 
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The face and degeneracy will be defined by usin, u the elements of .Si. This is illegal in a 
general additive category, but for the application in the category of simplicial abelian 
groups this is allowable. Besides, a formulation with matrices of morphisms of ,h3 can be 
easily obtained from that with elements. 
For CI,, c WI(S) = S,. define ~/,,(a~) = dI(q,) = 0. For (n,. n,_,. ..., a,,) E w,+,(s), 
define 
tl,(r7,, . ..) (I()) =(o,_,, . ..) no) 
di, ,((I”, . . . . (lo) = (d$,,. . . . . d,a”_i, L‘ il,t7,_i + (7”_i_ I, a”_i_2. . ..) CIo) for 77 > i 2 0 
11 “+ l(‘7,. . . . . 00) = (d”O”, . . . . tf,a,J. 
where “ + ” represents the “addition” in the objects Si. The degeneracy operators are 
defined by 
s 0 = 0 : w,(S) -+ W,(S), the null map 
sojn n, . . . . 0,) = (0, (I,, . . . . a,) 
Si+,(cI,. . . . . a,) = (s/J,,, . . . . .SOQn_ir 0, an-i_,, . . . . CIo) for II 2 i 2 0. 
The commutation rules can be verified and yield: 
PROPOSITION (7.1). If S = {S,, .., S,, ..). is CI simplicial d-object, .d au additive 
category, then so is W(S). 
s8 THE CONSTRUCTION OF B(P;“,q) FROM B(P:?. 
Let B be a bisimplicial abelian group, It will be considered as a simplicial object over 
the category of simpiicial abelian groups, while each column is considered as an object. 
By w(B), ri.e mean the simplicinl object obtained by the v-construction of‘ this simplicial 
object. w(B) is also a bisimplicial abelian group. 
Recall that Lip’ represents the column B,,,(P,P.“(G)), and that 
Ker,, ,(&) x Lfpil’ 2 LiS:” 
where (x, /?) --f 1 f sg/j’ gives the isomorphism (46). Further, the weak suspension 
.‘? : L$” 4 Ker, T I(lig) 
given by Theorem (6.1) places us in a position similar to that of Eilenberg-MacLane in 
[5]. Therefore, a bisimplicial homomorphism 
x : W(B(PfV4(G))) -+ B(f’;+ l.“(G)) 
is established. Specifically, let Wn represent the column W”,,(BP(F,‘(G))), then the map 
lo: iVO+Lbp+” 
is the null map; while, recursively, 
xncl: W”‘,+, =L;p’@ rq;,+L~=,” 
is defined by 
zn+ l(n, b) = %rc) + s&(b) 
foraELCP)bE W. n ” 
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One derives from Theorem (6.1) that 1 is a bisimplicial homomorphism. Notice that 
forpzO,Z,P+’ ((m); G) = 0, where (nl) is the trivial map (m) : [m] -+ 0. Hence the simpli- 
cial set L$’ ” is a point. and x0 is a homological equivalence. Assuming that 1, is a homo- 
logical equivalence then as an immediate consequence of Theorem (6. I) (iii), zni I is another. 
The comparison theorem for spectral sequences now yields: 
THEOREM (8. I). The hisitvzplicid honromorphism 
z : v(B(P,p.“(G))) ---) B(P,p+ l,“(G)) 
induces an isorilorphisrvl of spectrnl sequences 
E;.*(p;+ 14(G); G’) r f,,.:*( ~$~(B(P;.c/(G)); G’) 
where t 2 1, G,G’ me my coejicient groups. 
Remark (5.2). One might be misled by the notation ‘E:.“(B: G) when B is a bisimpli- 
cial abelian group. The correct meanin, 0 of this notation which we have been using so far, 
is as follows: Forget the group structure, the bisimplicial set B generates a free bicomplex 
(cf. the paragraphs before Theorem (4.3)). ‘E,*,*(B; G) is the first spectral sequence of this 
bicomplex with coefficients in G. 
One might misinterpret ‘E;***(B; G) as follows: Keep the abelian group structure of each 
component B,,,,n, then form the alternating sums of the horizontal (vertical, respectively) 
face operators. In this way, one still obtains a bicomplex, thereby another first spectral 
sequence. We shall only make use of this spectral sequence in $1 I 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem (S. I), we have 
THEOREM (8.3) (Reduction Theorem.) TlTe iteration of x ind~rces an isomorphism of 
spectral sequences 
E:.*(P,Ps4(G); G’) z ‘E;.*( WP(B); G’) 
nhere t 2 1, B = B(pF,y(G)). 
$9. THE E2 TERM 
In this section, let all coefficients be taken in ape/l/ F. 
For B a bisimplicial abelian group, each column B,,,,* is a simplicial abelian group, 
whence H,(B,,.,; F) a convmutntire DGA (differential, graded, augmented) algebra over 
I;: The /~omo/ogy spectral sequence E$,,(B; F) is a simplicial object over the category 
CDGA (of commutative DGA algebras over F). The face and degeneracy operators are 
the induced homomorphisms of the horizontal face and degeneracy operators of B. 
A simplicial object A = {A,, . . . . A,,, . ..) over CDGA is an augmented R-complex of 
graded rings in the sense of [j], the augmentation being that of A, (See Remark (9.1) 
below). The @construction of [5] can be applied to A and yields a new simplicial object 
v(A) = IF, A,, . . . . A,_1 @ . . @AO, . ..) 
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with face and degeneracy operators defined by formulae like those of $7, e.g. 
rl,(o,_, @ . . . 0 (I”) = ECU”_ I)ia,,-2 0 . . . 0 n,). 
ti,(o,,_ L @ @ no) = (ti,a,_ L cl,_21 0 0 (10. 
Remark (9.1). In their paper [j], Eilenberg-MacLane called a simplicial object over 
the category of rings an R-complex. What we have here is a simplicisl object over the 
category ofgratlc~f rings. To be able to apply their results to this paper, we either observe 
that their argument and results are actually valid for the graded case, or simply turn each 
graded ring into a ring by forming the direct sum of the components. 
PROPOSITION (9.2). For B. CI hisirnplicinl crhelim group, there is (I natural isomorphism 
‘E;#(B): F) z W(‘E;.,(B; F)) 
of simplicial objects orer CDGA. 
The proof is straightforward. 
If A = {A,, . . . . A,, .,.) is a simplicial object over CDGA, then by forming the alter- 
nating sums of the face operators, we obtain a chain complex of graded F-modules 
<I 
0+-/4,+-A, c... L/J,+- . . . . 
The homology of this complex is denoted by H,,,(A; 0. 
PROPOSITION (9.3). There is an isomorphimr of siwyliciul objects over CDGA 
‘E;.,(Bf.‘; F) 2 Wp(‘E:.*(,B,O~? 0) 
,vhere B = B(PFq(F)). Moreover, ‘Ei,,(B ,“.“; F) 2 H*,*( m”(‘E:.*(B,D’“; F)); F) 
Proof. The first statement follows from Theorem (8.3) and Proposition (9.2). The 
second is trivial. 
910. THE COIMPUTATION OF Ei,* FOR r 2 c/f2 
An immediate but important consequence of the condition r >= (I + 2 is that ZF*‘(p; G) 
= Zq(A,: G) where A,,, is the domain of 11. In this case, K:.“(G) = K(G, 4) x B, while 
P).Y(G) : K(G, q) x B + B 
is the projection. 
LEMMA (10.1). In B(Pf.“(G)), the operator 
4 : B,,, --t Bm- ,.* 
is the honlological equicalence for each m 2 1. 
Proof. In $4, we had a bicomplex P,,,(PF7“(G)) defined and a bicomplex map 
CY : C&W’V + P,., 
established; the latter is the Alexander-Whitney map along each column. We also defined 
a map 
06 : Prn,z+ -  BWI-I.* 
with w, 0 (r/i), = 0; o o,,,+~. One verifies that 06 is a chain map. 
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Hence it suffices to show that 0; : /?,,,.* + /Ii’,,,_,,* is a homological equivalence (VI 2 I). 
We shall illustrate the proof in the case m = 2. As we noticed in $1, p2,* has a free tri- 
complex structure. Its (a, 6, c)-component is the free abelian group generated by 
Z?((a)v (6) v (c); G) = Z,,(A!+a+(,+c; G). 
Recall that for s E Zp*“((fl) v (6) v (c); G), 
D&Y = 
0 if a>0 
d .y 
0 if a =o. 
For fixed b, c consider the chain complex 
where C,(a 2 - 1) is the free abelian group generated by Z“(Ao+h+c+Z; G), and where 
a,(n > 0) is the alternating sum of face operators, and ?0 = 06. Now, the degeneracy 
operator s, of K(G, q) is a map 
.y,, : ZYAa+b+c+‘; ‘2 +W4,;i,;t+3; G) 
for a 2 - 1. One verities easily that the induced maps of s,, CI = - 1, 0, 1, . . . . constitute a 
contracting homotopy of the above complex. 
Enlarge the tricomplex /I?,* by adding to it the (b, c)-component of /I,.* as the 
(- I, b, c)-components, with 0; the differential from the (0, 6, c)-component to the 
(- 1, b, c)-component. We have just proved that each b = c = constant row of this new 
tricomplex is contractible. A spectral sequence argument shows that its total (co-)homology 
is zero. It follows that 0: : jI12., -+ /II ,m is a homological equivalence, whence the lemma. 
Now, let K,,, be the bisimplicial abelian group whose columns are copies of K(G, cl), 
while all horizontal operators are the identity maps. Since the first column of B(PFp’(G)) 
is K(G, q) we have an obvious bisimplicial homomorphism 
i : I<,., --+ B(f,OVy(C)) 
which is ($)m on the column K,,,, (m = 0, I, ...) where si is the initial horizontal degeneracy 
operator of B(PF.“(G)). 
Since sg : B,,,_,,, -+ B,,,.* is a right inverse of (16, by Lemma (10. I), s: is also a homc- 
logical equivalence. The comparison theorem for spectral sequences now yields: 
PROPOSITION (10.2). The bisimplicial homomorphism i : K,., + B(PF”(G)) defined 
aboce, induces an isomorphism on ‘Et*** for all t 2 1. 
Now, let all coefficients be in a field Fagain. The simplicial object ‘EL,,(K,,,(F, q); F) 
is the trivial object Q* = {Q*, ..*, Q*, . ..} where Q* = H,(F, q; F) and all operators equal 
the identity. Recall that H,,,(A; F), for A a simplicial object over CDGA, was defined in 
the paragraph before Proposition (9.3). Also, for a commutative DGA algebra A, its n-th 
stage homology H,(A, n; F) and cohomology H*(A, n; F) are defined in 111, p.3,14] 
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THEOREM (10.3). There exist tn.0 isomorphisms for r 2 q + 2, 
E~.*(y(F); P) 2 H*,*( WP(Q*): F) 2 H,(Q*,p; 0, 
lt,here the first isomorphism preserves the bigrading, the second holds ,\Yth respect to the total 
dimension. 
Proof. The first isomorphism is provided by Proposition (9.3). The main theorem of 
[.5] asserts that the ikonstruction is chain equivalent to the B-construction. Hence 
H,.,( B’PiQ,):F) z H,(BP(Q,); F) = HJQ,, p; 0. 
$11. THE COMPUTATION;OF E;., FOR r 1 q $1 
THEOREM (1 1. I). For F a field, r 2 q + 2, E”,,,(PF”(F); F) is the graded group of 
H,( F, p + q; F) associated ,c.itlz some filtration. 
Proof. By Theorem (8.3) and Proposition (10.2), 
ET.“( P:‘J’) z ‘E:**( w (K,,,)) tz 1. 
The latter converges to the total cohomoiogy of vp(K*,*). By the Eilenberg-Zilber-Cartier 
Theorem (4.3), this total cohomology is the cohomology of the diugonal 9( wp(K,,,)). 
Hence it suffices to prove that the latter is a K(F, p + q) space. 
In case 4 = 0, Ki.j = F for 311 i,j and i@‘(K,,,) has each row = K(F, p). The diagonal 
is K(F, p). In case 4 > 0, K,,., = 0, and so .Q( Wp(K*,* )) is connected. That 9( Wp(K*.J) 
is a K(F, p + q) space now follows from the following: 
LEMMA (I 1.2). If B = { Bi.jj is a bisimplicial abeliarz group IiYth B,,, = 0, then for all t, 
rr,(Q(B)) 2 R,+ @( w(B))). 
ProoJ Let G = {G,, G,, ...3 be a simplicial abelian group. Define c7 : G, + G,_, by 
S = c( - I)‘rli and obtain a chain complex 
‘e(G):OeG,CG,C~~~. 
It should be noted that this complex is quite drerent from the usual complex generated by 
G: 
where C, is the free abelian group generated by G,. Let Xi(G) denote the homology of 
(g(G), then for all i, 
when G is connected. ([14, Prop. (3.30)]). Moreover, if B = {Bi,j) is a bisimplicial abelian 
group, by forming the alternating sums of its face operators, we turn B into a bicomplex 
a(B). (Again, this is quite different from the usual free bicomplex generated by B.) Let 
Y”,(B) be the homology of the total complex of S?(B). As a consequence of the Eilenberg- 
Zilber-Cartier Theorem [4, p.2131, (while Theorem (4.3) is another consequence), there is 
a natural isomorphism 
%‘,‘(g(B)) z X,(B). 
Apply the above results to B and w(B) of Lemma (11.2), we find 
.X,(B) 2 X,(9(Bj) z n,(9(B)) 
Xt+ ,( w(B)) r .Y?‘~+ @?( m(B))) E ~l(+ @( w(B))). 
Hence, it suffices to prove that 
.Z,( B) z .%‘, + ,(v(BB)). 
The suspension S : B + w(B) can be defined as usual, which embeds B,,j into Fi+ 1 .j(B) 
= Bi,j 0 Bi_,,j 0 ‘.’ @B,,j. If we look at each row, we find that 
row@(B)) = w(row,( B)), 
and that the restriction of S to rowi coincides with the ordinary suspension for simplicial 
groups: 
S : row,(B) -+ w(rowi(B)). 
It is well-known that for a simplicial abelian group G = {G,, ...I, the suspension 
S : G -+ w(G) 
induces an isomorphism 
.Z,(G) 2 %‘,+ *(q(G)). 
Therefore, S : B -+ V(B) induces an isomorphism on the homology .X of each row, shifting 
dimension by 1. Since S : B -+ v(B) is also a bicomplex map S : 5?(B) --+g( F(B)), of 
degree (I, 0), the comparison theorem applied to the second spectral sequences yields the 
desired isomorphism 
&‘JB) z P’,+ ,(v(B)). 
$12. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section, we shall assume F to be the field of integers module a prime. We do 
lrot write F = Z,, since one might confuse the prime number p and the integer p in P:“. 
The bigrading of H,(Q,, p; I;), where Q* = H,(F, cl; F), is the one provided by the 
second isomorphism of Theorem (10.3). Taking the graded dual, the p-th stage cohomology 
H*(Q*, y; F) is bigraded. 
THE MAIN THEOREM (12. I). For F the field of integers mochrlo a prime, r I q + 2 and 
nny t = 2, 3, ..., CC, there is an isomorphism 
E,*v*(P,PJ(F); F) z H*(Q*, p; F), 
the latter fkrnished with the bigrading defined aboce; moreover, both sides are isomorphic to 
H*(F, p + q; F) \tYth respect to the total dimension. 
LEMMA (12.2). H*(Q,, p; F) z H*(F, p + q; F). 
Proof. By a result of Cartan [2], there is an acylic construction with initial algebra 
Q, = H,(F, q; F) and terminal algebra H,(F, q + 1; F). For F = Zz, this follows from 
the Theortme fondamental and Lemme 2 of I’expost 10 [2], while for F = Z,, p > 2, this 
follows from the ThCor?me fondamental and Lemme 2 of l’expost 9 [2]. 
Let (C, C) denote 
Theoreme 5 of I’expose 
mutative diagram 
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this acylic construction, C(H,(F, q; FJ) = H,(F, q + 1; F). Then 
4 [Z] provides algebra homomorphisms fr, f, which make a com- 
H*(q) - C(ff*(rl)) - qff,(q)) = 1) 
1 1 1 
H*(q) - B(H*((1)) - qH*(rl)) 
where H,(q) = H,(F, (I: F); moreover, fr is a lronrological equicalence. Repeating the 
argument, we find algebra homomorphisms fk, f, with {k a homological equivalence, 
Jk : F(H*(q)) = H*(q + k) -+ P(H*(q)). 
in particular, 
jr : H*(P + q) + @(H*(q)) 
induces the desired isomorphism 
(I’,,* : H*(Q*, p; F) 2 H*(F, p + q; 0. 
Proof of the Main Theorem (12.1). The dual statement of Theorem (10.3) asserts that 
E;**(PyJ) r H*(Q*.p; F). 
Hence, by Lemma (12.2), 
E;,*(P;,“) E H*(F, p+g; E) 
with respect to the total dimension. Moreover, the dual statement of Theorem (11.1) 
yields the convergence of spectral sequences: 
E;**(Py) => H*(F, p + q; F) 
For locally finite dimensional graded vector spaces, the above data implies that 
E;~*(Py) = E:*(Pfy 
whence the Main Theorem. 
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